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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates specific quilts from rural areas during the Depression
era in relation to their religious imagery. Databases from the Kentucky Historical
Society, International Quilt Study Center and Museum and the Quilt Index provide
records of assessment. This analysis focuses on religious imagery in quilts, but I will
look at the religious communities that collectively created them with a specific
attention to the roles that church groups and the practice of group quilting played in
their productions. I will present the resulting analysis drawn from my written work
to uncover why certain quilts exhibited religious imagery where others did not and
examine the nature of religion in rural society in times of distress.
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CHAPTER 1
THE GREAT DEPRESSION: HANGING BY A THREAD

INTRODUCTION
Quilts have always been popular form of folk art due to their functionality.
Gracing the ends of beds, displayed on a wall, or hidden away in closets, quilts as an
art historical resource are often neglected, though they contain a wealth of
information describing the vernacular culture of a given time period. As a whole, all
American quilts up to a point exhibit patchwork patterns rather than narrative or
non-traditional imagery. Certain patterns within this subtext exhibit religious
imagery. Overall, quilts with religious imagery are often pictorial patterns with
narrative imagery and are not done in a geometric patchwork style. The small
number of quilts displaying religious imagery merits examination of what prompted
quilters to create original images rather than to follow a pattern.
Why did these quilters deviate from the typical and popular patterns of the
day? Made in 1940 in Kentucky, the Lord’s Prayer Quilt (Fig. 1.1) was a true anomaly
among most patchwork quilts of the Depression era. This quilt raises interesting
questions prompting further research into the topic. Why is it not a typical
patterned quilt and why did the maker choose narrative and text-based imagery?
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Additionally, what connections can be made between quilts, religion and the Great
Depression?
Times of distress do not always produce mass religiosity among a given
culture, and at the time of the Great Depression a religious depression was also
occurring. In concordance with the religious sentiment of the era, religious quilts
comprise a small minority of overall examples of quilts made during the Depression.
This thesis does not aim to prove that there are more religious quilts than other eras
but rather why they exist in times of religious depression and in what ways is
religiosity found. Religious quilts made during the Depression era manifest the
quiltmaker’s turn to religion for comfort and guidance. Furthermore, this comfort is
manifested in the tangible product of a quilt and expressed through religious
imagery incorporated into patterns.
The types of religious imagery produced in quilts of the Depression era are
usually the products of rural communities. It is unclear whether this is because
more quilts are quilted in rural areas, or because rural areas were more focused on
church participation. However, due to the prevalence of quilting as a national
pastime, the connection of rural communities and the stability of religion in these
communities make a stronger case for the connection between rural communities
and religious quilts. Three types of patterns are discussed in the upcoming chapters.
First, popular patterns containing religious connotation is examined. Second, the
subset of quilts made by and for religious communities composed a significant
portion of quilts that contained religious imagery. These quilts constitute signature
quilts and album quilts meant for fundraising and teaching. The fourth chapter
2

investigates the significance of religious narrative quilts such as the Lord’s Prayer
Quilt. By examining these types of religious quilts, the role that religion played in
community structures as both a comforting agent, and ultimately as a symbolic
record of women’s lives becomes apparent. Religious organizations granted agency
to women in the Depression era. The use of religious quilts as “best quilts” and
alternately quilts that were worn shows that these quilts held a specific place in the
hearts of families in different ways. The act of wrapping oneself in the word of God,
in protective prayer, exhibits the worries and fears of average women in the
Depression era.

A HISTORY OF QUILTING
Quilts are made for a variety of different reasons – as art, functional pieces,
gifts, for commemorative purposes, and even in grieving rituals. Imagery ranges
from geometrical to narrative. Quilts can be made using popular patterns sources,
family traditions, the imagination of the maker, or any combination of sources. In
the practice of quilting is an ancient art, the earliest object recognized as a quilt
dates back to Egypt in 980 BCE and was most likely owned by the ruling class.1
The name “quilt” dates back to a Roman conception of the word. “Early
Romans slept on a ‘culcíta,’ which was simply a stuffed sack or cushion.” The word
traveled with the Romans throughout their conquests and into newly governed
territories. The French version of culcíta was “cuilte.” In English it became “cowlte”
and eventually “quilt.” Following the changing vocabulary, the nature of what
Elise Shebler Roberts, The Quilt: A History and Celebration of an American Art Form (Minneapolis:
Voyageur Press, 2010), 16.
1

3

exactly was a quilt also changed. First, a quilt denoted a mantle that framed a
sleeping figure during a time when they are most vulnerable, then extended to
clothing using the same method.2
Around the start of the first millennium C.E., quilting traditions were well
established in Asia and the Middle East. As trade routes opened and the European
Crusades changed the culture of the era, not only did war erupt but a mass-exchange
of ideas occurred. Quilted armor as well as fabric and traditional quilt traditions
were becoming available for the first time in this exchange, first for the wealthy and
then for the lower classes.3 The same quality of quilts as a protective mantle extends
to quilted armor, protecting the parts of the body that were most vulnerable and
providing warmth in extreme weather conditions. Utilized in the crusades, this
quilted armor was thought to provide divine protection.
Soon lower classes began to incorporate quilts into their own spheres using
scrap fabric instead of the expensive fabric used by the upper-classes. In northern
England, Scotland and Wales, businesses made and sold quilts to wealthy members
of society starting in the seventeenth-century. These businesses began to be known
as “cottage industries” and were later revived by the Arts and Crafts Movement in
Britain following the Industrial Revolution.4 This established technique spread to

2

Patsy Orlofsky and Myron Orlofsky, Quilts in America, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974), xiii.

3

Roberts,17-18.

4

Ibid., 21-23.
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the British Colonies and manifested itself in the unique patchwork style that came to
be known as uniquely American.5
American quilting developed a recognizable style during the Industrial
Revolution. The creation of uniquely American textiles in partnership with cotton
production in the South and manufacturing in New England prompted a textile
market with easier access for citizens of the United States. The exchange of quilt
patters and ideas were proliferated through newspapers, closer communities and
spread with the expansion of communities and settlements across the continent.6 In
past times, men produced textiles and quilted alongside women, in the nineteenth
century quilting came to be regarded as particular to the sphere of women.7
A brief lesson on the techniques and vocabulary of quilting is necessary to
understand the processes and artistry utilized by quiltmakers. As discussed, quilts
are traditionally bed coverings made from pieces of fabric. The most popular
techniques used are “piecing” and “appliqué.” Piecing is joining two pieces of
material together with a seam, while appliqué describes the technique of sewing
pieces on top of a base fabric. These top pieces can be cut according to a pattern, but
often times are cut in images from the maker’s imagination. This makes original
quilt design easy, as any design can be cut from fabric and laid on top of a base
fabric.8 The community created by learning these techniques, often passed down by
family members, is an important aspect of the medium of quilting. Quilt bees and
5

Ibid., 24.

6

Roberts, 31.

7

Ibid., 113-114.

8

Orlofsky and Orlofsky, xiii.

5

clubs during the Great Depression functioned as a place to learn these important
skills.
The Great Depression had significant influences on quilting techniques. It
limited the materials most women could use, what patterns worked better with
scraps, and how they came to receive information about quilting. Women utilized
itinerant commerce to purchase their fabrics when they saved up, but often used
feed sacks and exchanged scraps at community quilt groups. These groups served as
information, when quilt patterns and kits were not often purchased by rural women.
Fellowship is the ultimate emphasis in understanding the production of quilts in the
Great Depression. Rarely, in studying the history of quilts during the Great
Depression, is anyone found quilting alone.

THE GREAT DEPRESSION
The Great Depression is one of the most studied eras of American History
and is especially relevant to modern culture. Elevated consumerism and
overproduction triggered the 1929 stock market crash and was devastating to the
nation. Over time, businesses went bankrupt, hundreds of thousands of people lost
their jobs, and over nine million savings accounts were wiped out. After his election
in 1933, President Franklin D. Roosevelt passed a multitude of programs under his
“New Deal” that included programs for increasing access to electricity in rural areas,
infrastructure improvements and the promotion of the arts and crafts.9

9

Roderick Kiracofe, The American Quilt (New York: Clarkson N. Potter, Inc., 1993), 191-195.
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Individuals were riven with guilt and shame in a society that celebrated hard
work and self-reliance.10 People of the rural south were portrayed nearly as another
nation in and of itself, though cities fared as well as most American cities of the
time.11 Publications such as Life magazine portrayed the rural South as a thirdworld country in merit of the nation’s aid.12 Because the economy of the South was
primarily agrarian, rural lower-class families were hit much harder than middle and
upper class families.13
It is often assumed that in times of stress, the masses turn to religion.
However, the nation was also in a parallel religious depression, one made evident
through the quilt imagery of the time. The actual amount of religious imagery is a
small minority of quilts made during the Great Depression; most were secular
patchwork quilts. This mirrors the fact that religious sentiment was going through a
depression. Religious imager in quilts, while not quantitatively more prevalent than
at other times in U.S. history, was qualitatively more intense. Evangelical
denominations gained popularity during this era while traditional protestant
denominations were losing funding and attendance. 14 The fervor of evangelism,

Robert McElvaine, The Great Depression: America, 1929-1941 (New York: Three Rivers Press,
1993), 172-173.
10

Roger Biles, “The Urban South in the Great Depression,” The Journal of Southern History 56, no. 1
(1990): 73.
11

Charles Cunningham, ““To Watch the Faces of the Poor”: “Life” Magazine and the Mythology of
Rural Poverty in the Great Depression,” Journal of Narrative Theory 29, no. 3 (1999): 280.
12

13

McElvaine, 36.

Heather D. Curtis, ““God Is Not Affected by the Depression”: Pentecostal missions during the
1930s,” Church History 80.3 (2011): 582.
14

7

often found in rural areas, connects with the religiosity found in these few southern
quilts.
Historian and expert on the subject of religion in the Depression, Robert
Handy, argued that these religious and economic depressions, while separate
events, nevertheless influenced each other greatly.15 Handy proposed that, “it
becomes clear that it was an already depressed Protestantism that was overtaken
by the economic crisis. Without inner changes it was unable to deal with the needs
of the time in a fresh and creative way.”16 Why the loss of membership? Not only
could churches not deal with the crisis, but people who were experiencing great
suffering were losing optimism as well as their faith.17 Protestant churches lost
funding and membership while Roman Catholic and evangelical denominations
retained or gained strength. In evangelical movements such as the Pentecostal
church, historian Heather Curtis quotes evangelist William Booth-Clibborn:
“Depression without the DE and I spells PRESS ON!”18 Despite this fervor, the overall
sentiment was dismal, the outlook negative, and Americans were not turning to
religion to fix anything.
During the Depression, women faced challenges regarding societal
acceptance of their place in economic life. Often women were the only breadwinners
for their families as they were a cheaper source of labor than men. Whereas before
Robert T. Handy, “The American Religious Depression, 1925-1935,” Church History 29, no. 1
(1960): 3.
15

16

Ibid., 9.

Jon Butler, “FORUM: American Religion and the Great Depression,” Church History, 80, no. 3
(2011): 575.
17

18

Curtis, 583.
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the Depression menial jobs might supplement agricultural income, it was becoming
the only source of income for many families. Rural women had opportunities in
agricultural labor, though urban women did not have these opportunities and spent
their days searching for jobs.19
If women were not working, they were often confined to their homes,
“Preoccupied with childbearing and childrearing much of their adult lives, rural
women simply had less chance to get away from home. Basic household
maintenance filled their time.”20 Usually rural women, both whites and AfricanAmericans, received their household goods through itinerant commerce. Itinerant
commerce is more colloquially known as the “traveling salesman.” Often, this
individual brought fabrics and scraps that women often saves up or bartered for in
order to complete quilting projects.21
Quilts had a renaissance in popularity during the Depression era. Their
practicality and frugality contributed to the firm solidification of quilts into
American culture during the Great Depression.22 Quilts in the Depression era were
as varied as the individuals who made them. Upper and middle class women not hit
too badly by the Depression continued to quilt in the way they had in the twenties,
while women in the lower-classes who lived in poverty had to make do with scraps

S. J. Kleinberg, Women in the United States, 1830-1945 (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers
University Press, 1999), 217-220.
19

Lu Ann Jones, “Gender, Race and Itinerant Commerce in the Rural New South,” The Journal of
Southern History 66.2 (2000), 305.
20

21

Ibid., 298.

Bets Ramsey, Merikay Waldvogel and David Luttrell, The Quilts of Tennessee: Images of Domestic
Life Prior to 1930 (Nashville: Rutledge Hill Press, 1986), 3.
22

9

and feed sacks. Many women quilted projects to earn additional income.23 Most
women recycled scraps and clothing to create quilts, rather than buying expensive
new fabric. Feed sack fabric was popular and the companies realized their new
market and began to capitalize on it by printing fabrics on their bags.24 Most quilts
of the time originated from popular patterns traded between communities or
featured in newspapers and magazines.
An example of a typical quilt of the Depression era in Kentucky is that by
Nannie Smith of Jackson County (Fig. 1.2). This quilt features one of the most
popular patterns of the era: “Grandmothers’ Flower Garden.” This quilt pattern is
based on the simple hexagonal pattern where flowers are created from small
hexagonal pieces. A record of this quilt at The Kentucky Historical Society’s Object
Catalog contains extensive detail about the quilt not usually found in database
records. The piece is patchwork, rather than appliqué. In appliqué, pieces are cut out
and then sewed on top of a larger piece of fabric, while in patchwork pieces are
joined at the edges to form a larger quilt top. This quilt was handmade by Smith in
1935. Indicative of the time, the fabrics are a combination of scraps with solids,
prints and woven goods in a large variety. A large number of fabric pieces that
comprise the quilt appear to be feed sack material, popular with southern quilters
due to its inexpensiveness and variety of patterns.

23

Roberts, 177.

Patricia Cox, “Collecting Depression-Era Seraph Quilts,” in The Quilt: A History and Celebration of an
American Art Form, by Elise Shebler Roberts (Minneapolis: Voyageur Press, 2010) Google Books
edition, 302.
24
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There are eighty total hexagonal blocks. The overall color palate is muted and
pastel, which was popular in the period. The backing is plain and of an average
course weave. The quilt, as documented by the Kentucky Historical Society, provides
more information than just the materials and techniques used. Started in 1932 and
finished in 1935, right in the peak of the Depression era it is a representation of the
life of the woman who made it. Smith was only eight years old when she began the
quilt. While her parents were working in the fields, Smith crafted the quilt top as she
watched her baby sister. Each piece of fabric was purchased during that time period
using money that her family had saved. After using the fabric for clothes, she was
able to use the scraps for quilting. Scraps and feed sack were used as they became
available, accounting for the variety of pattern and variation in the pieces of the
quilt.
“Patchwork” quilting, the method of piecing following a geometric pattern
where the pieces are attached with thread and sewn to backing, continued to be the
most popular form of quilt patterns in the thrities. Though a vast marjority of quilts
in this era were non-religious, a few do contain religiou imagery. For many, quilting
itself is a religious experience. “Faith-based quilting projects can affirm the beliefs of
those sharing the same religion or create connection between seemingly
unbridgeable groups.”25 These quilts shed a light on what life was like for women,
what they felt was important, and how they crafted meaning in their lives.
The next chapters will examine the types of religious imagery exhibited in
the quilts of the Depression era. Religious imagery surfaces in patterns with

25

Roberts, 112.

11

religious historical background, quilts made in religious communities, and in quilts
with religious narrative. The following chapters analyze examples from each of
these three types.
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CHAPTER 2
RELIGIOUS PATTERN AND CULTURAL MEANING

Patchwork quilt patterns were extremely popular during the Depression era.
Some of the most popular quilts of this era once contained religious significance.
This chapter examines the popular pattern, “Star of Bethlehem” as a product of
religious significance that became secularized in this era. This pattern is connected
to religious lore and its popularity indicates the importance of the quilt and its
imagery. This chapter will also analyze other popular patterns from the Depression
era that contain religious significance.
The Star of Bethlehem pattern first became popular in the 1830s and is made
“by piecing together smaller diamonds into larger diamonds, eight of which are
sewn together to make a large eight-point star.”26 The design stems from medallionstyle quilts organized around a large central block.27 The Star of Bethlehem also is
known as the “Lone Star” or “Star of the East.”28 The pattern’s name stems from
biblical interpretation. Often, quilt patterns were derived from biblical passages.
The Star of Bethlehem, “Hosanna,” “The Star and the Cross,” “Jacob’s Ladder,”

26

Roberts, 291.

27

Ibid., 31.

28

Orlofsky and Orlofsky, 253.
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“World Without End,” and “Joseph’s Coat,” are just a small sampling of patterns with
names originating from religious inspiration. The “Rose of Sharon” appliqué pattern
was popular in the nineteenth century. It was symbolic of the poetry of the Song of
Solomon in the Bible and was popular for young ladies to read during its
popularity.29 Many historians propose the religiosity of early settlers in America and
the importance of the Bible as a source of many quilt pattern names.30
An example of the Star of Bethlehem pattern is Ethel Ready Mackey’s “Star of
Bethlehem Quilt” (Fig. 2.1). Though the pattern originated and was extremely
popular in the mid-1800s, it became even more common during the revival in
quiltmaking in the 1920s and 1930s.31 Mackey quilted this example in 1933 in
Bicknell, Indiana, a small rural community in southwestern Indiana in Knox County.
It is hand-pieced and made out of cotton broadcloth and muslin. Like most Star of
Bethlehem quilts, it measures of 80 by 79 inches and is nearly a perfect square,
rather than a typical patchwork rectangular shape. The quilt exhibits the typical
pastel palette of the era with a burst of saturated color that explodes from the center
and fades into more muted shades. The star is offset by a pale cream background
that emphasizes the color technique in the star. The light background contrasts with
the colorful star at the center of the quilt. The star contains symmetrical color
techniques and radiates from saturated hues in the center to lighter pastels at the
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edges. The border is a pale green with a small stripe of pink edging, which mimics
the same diamond pattern of the central star.
Why is the Star of Bethlehem and star patterns in general so popular?
Historians cite that originally, the combination of religious connotation combined
with a connection to nature helped secure this patterns spot in the homes of so
many, “Humans have always looked to the stars for guidance, so it makes sense that
star patterns came about in quilts.”32 The image of the star connects the quilter with
the world around her, helps guide whoever makes and uses the quilt and calm
whatever fears they may have. Just as the star of Bethlehem guided believers of
Christ, the quilt pattern guides and calms those who make and use it. The stars
guide the individual covered by the quilt at night.
In its conception and its revival, the pattern was also popular for its potential
for the utilization of scraps. Many patchwork quilts require large pieces of fabric,
but in homes where money is tight, scraps from clothing or remnants are used
instead. Star designs, with small diamond pieces, are very easy to complete with
small scraps of fabric and can create very beautiful designs, even without unified
fabric patterns. The pattern is also fairly simple to make and calming to quilters.
Easy patterns can offer relaxation to quilters as they put their lives and struggles on
hold to sew together an easy quilt. “Almost every block has a visually satisfying
quality that is arrived at by a balance of proportion, rhythm, and variety of
relationship.”33 Specifically in the Depression, when frugality was a virtue, the
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utilization of scraps into beautiful quilt mirrors the ability of individuals during the
era to pick up the pieces of their life and continue on as best they could.
Though the simplicity of the pattern, its pleasing design, and its execution
through scrap fabric make it an obvious choice for quilts in the Depression era, most
sources do not contribute its later popularity to overtly religious connotation but
instead to a more spiritual connection to the stars. In Tennessee during the Civil
War, the religious imagery and meaning found in the Star of Bethlehem was
significant to Christian quiltmakers.34 Regardless of whether or not Depression-era
quilters in rural areas meant to incorporate religiosity into Star of Bethlehem quilts,
the image of the star signifies connotations of hope, of looking to the stars. This is
certainly expressed in the volume and variety of star patterns across the human
quilting experience.
Another popular quilt that has a religious context, but not necessarily
religious imagery, is the “Double Wedding Ring” pattern (Fig. 2.2). The pattern first
appeared in Kansas newspaper Copper’s Weekly on October 20th, 1928 and came to
be known as the most recognizable pattern of the Depression era.35 This pattern
was extremely popular during the Great Depression due to the potential to utilize
scraps in the creation of the fabric rings. As its name implies, the quilt was often
made in honor of marriage and given as a gift.36 Made of interlocking rings, Figure
2.2 is an example of a Double Wedding Ring pattern executed in Kentucky. The
condition is excellent. Most Double Wedding Ring quilts were traditionally used as
34
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“best quilts.” Best quilts were often commemorative quilts given as gifts, displayed,
and kept in nice condition. This example is made from cotton. Scraps are pieced
together to create rings with gradation in color. The rings vary, but include the
common colors of green, blue, purple and pink with implied visual stripes created
across the quilt vertically and horizontally using lighter values of the hues. Hand
pieced, the quilt has inconsistent edging in some places and not all quilted rings are
alike. The detail work needed to make this quilt shows the technique and abilities of
the maker and though not perfect, is extremely proficient in color usage and overall
piecing.
Though the Star of Bethlehem and Double Wedding Ring quilt patterns may
have had varying degrees of religious connotations to the quilter, they have roots in
religious stories and ceremonies and emphasize important symbolic qualities for
the quilter and recipient. The Star of Bethlehem quilt often emphasizes a connection
with the world using the image of the star and symbolizes hope, especially if the
maker intends the quilt to be taken literally as the Biblical Star of Bethlehem. The
Double Wedding Ring quilt, given as a gift, indicates the importance of the ritual of
matrimony. It signifies the importance of this event to the maker and their hopes for
the couple. Both of these quilts emphasize how a maker can manifest the ideals and
qualities in life important to the maker. The tradition of giving quilts transfers this
importance, literally covering the recipient in the ideals of the maker.
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CHAPTER 3
RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY

The role of religious communities in quiltmaking is inherent to the history of
the craft. Religious organizations have played a large role in bringing groups of
women together to quilt, creating a backdrop for quilting pieces of religious and
non-religious imagery. Often women worked together on quilts that were gifted to
others, for fundraisers, and to raise awareness of important issues. This practice is
known as “Social justice quilting” and has roots in the fight of alcoholism and its
social repercussions associated with the official group of The Women’s Christian
Temperance Union. This movement surged in popularity after the Civil War. Often,
women would get together to create quilts using patterns such as the “Drunkard’s
Path,” or using the “T” as a symbol to raise awareness for the cause.37
Quilting groups would often turn to business endeavors to raise money.
Quilting was a lucrative business, even in the Depression era. During this time, many
quilters finished only the tops of their quilts and left the rest incomplete. During the
1930s Church groups would take these tops and finish them, making money for
church projects or mission work.38 Groups also raised money by selling quilts at
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various events, entering work in contests, and selling signatures for quilts that
would later hang in the church, be given away, or be sold for even more profit.
These groups also educated new members and aided in the continuous
education of longtime quilters. It was one of the most comprehensive ways to
disseminate information. In the group, an appreciation for the art was manifested
and grown, which created a cohesive and supportive environment for quilting.
Individuals received encouragement from others who truly appreciated their work
and had similar motivations for quilting. Most women stayed in quilting groups as
long as they were able-bodied enough to quilt. 39
These organizations strengthened the bonds of women quilting during the
Depression-era. Friendship and fellowship provided support during difficult times
and also “functioned as a vehicle for rural women to serve local charitable needs, as
well as respond to national events, such as the Depression.”40 Not only did these
organizations raise funds for causes, but they provided women with emotional
support, companionship, and artistic recognition in their local communities.
Interviews of quilters who worked during the Depression era provide key
insight into the importance of religious organizations and quilting to the satisfaction
of women during this era. In creating an album quilt in appreciation for their
preacher, one quilter details her pride in aiding to the creation of the quilt. The
members of the church from all over the congregation circuit crafted squares. The
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pastor would pick up the squares in his travels. The main church then quilted all of
the blocks together. In the words of the woman unidentified in interviews:
We gathered it all and put that quilt together. That was a feat in those
days. He said he never seen anything so pretty. It was a treasure. Later
when we got the church built, we put together lots of Album or
Friendship quilts for folks getting married or moving away, but they
never took the place of that first one.41
Quilts made by and for the religious community created meaning for both the
makers and the receivers of these quilts. The quilt was the ultimate gift and
sign of appreciation to those who received them.
Church “bees” were very popular in the Great Depression, especially for
raising funds for charity, for church upkeep or for building projects. For the
quiltmakers, it was a chance to forget about their troubles. The trend of feed sack
quilting during this era even extended into quilting groups, showing the resiliency of
these organizations. They would get together even when all they had to quilt with
were sacks of feed. An unidentified interviewee remembers, “We sewed sacks
together to back quilts with when we didn’t have any other backing, and we would
pick out different brands…depending on how good the sacks was.”42 Quilting groups
continued to craft regardless of how nice of fabric they could use, showing the
essential nature of the group to the well-being of quilters in the Depression.
Fellowship provided an escape and a validation of creating beautiful quilts. Even
though function often surpassed form in basic necessity quilting, the amount of
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patterned quilts from the era is a testament to the dedication to the creation of
beauty even in times of stress.
Religious quilting groups often created album or signature quilts, as noted
earlier. These were easy to work on by groups and often featured signatures as a
means of fundraising or identification of quiltmakers. A prime example is a quilt
made in Smicksburg, Pennsylvania (Fig. 3.1). It is important to note that “rural” does
not necessarily connote “south,” and as such the quilt is an excellent representation
of religious signature quilts from rural areas. The quilt was made around 1930 and
hand-pieced. The signatures and central image of the church are created with
embroidery. Squares are created in patchwork with a scalloped edge, with the white
blocks framed by pink lines. In the pink lines there are intertwining curving lines
created by sewing the design with thread the same color as the fabric and the same
color as the embroidered signatures and images.
In signature quilts, most signature blocks feature a style where the
signatures are radiating out from a central blank circle. In this quilt, the church is an
embroidered replica of the church that the group quilted for. The text above the
church reads, “Salem Evangelical Lutheran Church, Smicksburg, Penn.” To the left of
the steeple is the date “1862,” most likely the founding date of the church and to the
right is “1930,” the year the quilt was made. Below the church reads the name of the
reverend. The placement of the church indicates the role of the church as central to
the community. Much like old city planning maps, the church is at the center with
blocks radiating out. Even in other signature quilts lacking a church, they generally
have the church’s name in the center.
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An earlier example of signature quilts, Fig. 3.2 depicts a religious signature
quilt from Louisville, KY. Titled, Louisville Church Quilt, this quilt shares many
features with the Smicksburg Signature Quilt. There is an embroidered image of the
church at the center, with quilt blocks of signatures radiating out to the edges of the
quilt. In both quilts the image of the church is extremely detailed in regards to the
church architecture, as if the image were to be found as a drawing in a church
program. Its centrality within the quilt again signifies its symbolic importance to the
community of quilters.
Despite their stylistic similarities, the quilts display key differences indicative
of divergent historical influence. The Louisville Church Quilt is embroidered in the
typical red of most signature quilts, while the Smicksburg quilt is embroidered in
pink. During the Depression pastel colors were extremely popular. Additionally, the
embroidered signature blocks from The Louisville Church Quilt are much livelier in
character than the Smicksburg Signature Quilt. Each block of the Louisville quilt is
extensively embroidered and each is different. The Smicksburg quilt is logically laid
out and each signature block is organized in the same manner of a circle of radiating
signatures. The Louisville quilt seems to be quilted for the church’s personal gain, to
be hung in the church in recognition of its members. The Smicksburg quilt, like
many quilts of the Depression-era, served as a fundraiser for the church and sold
signatures to keep the church functioning, whether or not it ended up sold in an
auction or displayed in the church.
The history of signature quilts in the church and its subsequent widespread
use during the Depression showcases the importance of quilts economically in the
22

context of religious communities. The signature quilt was often a source of
fundraising before the Depression, but the proceeds often went to charities
meaningful to the quilting group. Quilting provided women with an agency to secure
means of raising money for what they believed in. For churches during the Great
Depression that were facing closure, as Robert Handy detailed in his analysis of the
Religious Depression of the thirties, a quilt was one of the only secure fundraising
methods. Women knew that their quilts would sell, possibly more than any other
item they could offer to people.43 A quilt’s functionality, its beauty, and its ultimate
necessity combined with a signature quilt’s plea for purchasing dedicated to a good
cause secure it as an excellent example of community and agency for women.
Especially in the 1930s, when small quilting communities were often the only thing
tying women together for fellowship, signature quilts containing central religious
imagery indicate the important role that churches play in facilitating quilting
communities.
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CHAPTER 4
RELIGIOUS NARRATIVE

Most quilts displaying religiosity in the Depression era center on patternorigin and signature quilts, but a minority display narrative imagery. This trend
breaks away from more traditional quilting. By examining quilts utilizing the text of
prayers, scenes relating to Bible stories, and album quilts with a narrative focus, the
qualities of the quilts including shrouding oneself in prayer become evident as
symbolic features of quilting during the Great Depression.
Quilts with overt religious imagery stand out considerably from most quilts
due to their unique patterns. These quilts are often appliquéd due to the ease of
improvisation in an appliqué pattern. Original patchwork patterns often require
precise mathematics and planning and are bound by geometric shapes. Patchwork
patterns passed down through quilting bees, clubs, family members, quilting
circulations or newspapers aid in this difficult process. An appliqué quilt allows for
more freedom for the quilter. Most quilters can cut out a design and lay it on top of a
base fabric to be sewed on top more easily than creating an original patchwork
pattern. One would think that due to the easy nature of original appliqué, there
would be more examples. Despite its ease, freedom is intimidating. Conventionality
and tradition often inhibited quiltmakers from creating original patterns, thus
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narrative imagery is very rare on the whole and even more rare in religious
context.44
Many quiltmakers who incorporated religious imagery into their work
utilized the text of prayers in their quilts. Unlike traditional patchwork squares, this
technique usually utilized appliqué, a very time consuming way of attaching pieces
overlaying a base fabric. Often, appliqué pieces are organically shaped, adding to the
difficulty of the technique. Revisiting the Lord’s Prayer Quilt (Fig. 1.1), it features
appliqué images on a background of white cloth. The edges of the quilt are scalloped
and edged in dark blue. Inside the border, each corner contains a large bow in navy,
spreading along the edges of the quilt. They are done in a “swag” decorative style,
tied around bouquets of two pink flowers where the swag is lifted. The center of the
quilt is the most unique aspect of design. Two angels hold a wreath of the same pink
flowers of the border bouquets. The angels are pale white with blonde hair. In the
center of the wreath are the words from the same navy blue fabric as the border,
“LORD KEEP US SAFE THIS NIGHT.” The quote is from a popular hymn with lyrics by
John Leland from the late 18th century in America. It was included in vesper hymns
“suitable to be sung at close of service,”45 in The Choirmaster’s Guide to the Selection
of Hymns and Anthems for the Services of the Church published in 1911.
Certain features of the quilt notify the viewer of the situation of the maker,
who is unknown. The use of a large piece of white fabric, as well as consistent fabric
for other pieces notes that the maker had a good amount of fabric on hand, either
44
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purchased or saved up particularly for this project. The use of appliqué, with its
employment of letters, flower shapes, and large ribbon shapes shows that the maker
could spare fabric to make a variety of pieces. Most patchwork quilts utilized small
pieces due to the fact that they can be made easily from scraps as well as utilize the
most fabric as possible without wasting. The detailing, scalloped edges, and good
condition of the quilt indicate it was probably a “best quilt,” given as a gift and
meant to be displayed. Because the quilt was meant to be taken care of, this
indicates that the message of the quilt was especially important. The quilt cements
the idea of the prayer into a solid and concrete form. It is no longer an abstract idea,
but a talisman of sorts that one can wrap oneself in. With the words surrounding
one as a mantle, the individual is protected and safe.
The quilt itself is much simpler than the few other narrative quilts found at
this time, despite its eye-catching imagery. Sparse figures on a cream background
indicate much more about its rural origins when compared to narrative quilts from
urban centers during the same time period. The quilt Three Kings: Melchior, Caspar,
Balthazar (Fig. 4.1), contains an image of the three kings from the nativity story in
the Bible. Prominently featured in the upper right-hand corner is the star of
Bethlehem, carrying the theme of hope in the portrayal of a star, especially the most
important star in the Bible, which is often associated in the pattern of the Star of
Bethlehem.
The image itself is extremely modern, the detailing and pieces are extremely
complicated. Few colors are utilized, with details and the background in navy and
the figures, star, and ground in light blue. The kings are shown head-on, rather than
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the angels of the Lord’s Prayer Quilt that are facing sideways. The quilt itself is made
of silk and taffeta, extremely expensive fabrics in comparison to the cotton and
scraps often utilized in rural quilts. This quilt contains text, like many narrative
quilts, but in blackletter, indicating either the heritage of the woman who made it or
the church it was made for. This text, placed at the bottom of the quilt like a caption,
reads, “Melchior Caspar Balthazar.” This placement and simple description make it
more reasonable to be seen as a decorative quilt to be hung in a church, especially
because of its material. It was most likely captioned as a teaching tool, as it is titled
like an image plate in a book or like an illustration of the Bible. The story translates
to the necessity of sleeping in a manger and to a story about charity, which is
especially resonant during the Great Depression. Ultimately, this quilt shows that in
cities, individuals were often faring quite well. The text is not central to a prayer,
though the story and emphasis on the star of Bethlehem indicate its use as a tool of
both hope and teaching.
The theme of text from narrative quilts is carried into many other examples
in the form of prayer; a particular quilt made in Atlanta, Georgia exhibits a very
different type of quilting and history than the previous quilts (Fig. 4.2). Made by tenyear-old African-American John Drake, with the assistance of his grandmother, the
quilt features the “Lord’s Prayer,” known and memorized by nearly all Christians.
The quilt was started the year of the crash and finished two years later. The quilt
was hand pieced and quilted, rather than appliquéd and made from cotton fabric.
The construction of the quilt shows it as a very different quilt from the first
quilt discussed in this chapter. The quilting is not perfect; it is very clumsy and
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pieced with errors. Some of the letters are crooked. It looks very much like a piece of
lined paper that a child has practiced writing a paragraph on, enhanced with colors,
and interpreted in quilt form. The pink lines run parallel vertically down the quilt
framed by a pink border. The background is bright blue. The pastel and bright colors
are indicative of the era when pastel colors were the fashion. The records indicate
that the quilt is dirty and much worn. Unlike the first two examples, which are in
near-pristine condition and most likely “best” quilts, this quilt is in all sense of the
word “well-loved.” Whoever used the quilt at any point in time was literally
wrapped in the words of the Lord, protected and loved. The quilt owner in the
database is recorded as the maker’s sister, indicating it was passed among family
members.
Another example of a well-worn prayer quilt of the Depression era is titled
Baby Quilt, by Anna Siekierski Osborn (Fig. 4.3). Quilted in rural Florida between
1930 and 1940, this quilt displays a combination of prayer text and imagery. The
quilt contains the popular bedtime prayer, “Now I lay me down to sleep,” and reads:
“NOW I/ LAY ME/ DOWN/ TO SLEEP/ HEAVENLY/ ANGELS/ GUARD/ MY SLEEP/
AMEN.” The blue embroidered text is split up among nine blocks and follows the
natural cadence of one’s voice. Each block contains a playful embroidered image,
mostly of baby animals and in pastel colors.46
The quilt was shabby. The record indicates that it is damaged with tears and
holes and that its purpose was for daily use bedding, not a decorative quilt. It was
used for necessity, but also as a keepsake that explains the damage most often
The detailed record from the Florida Quilt Project indicates that Anna was in her thirties when she
made the quilt, most likely meant for her own children.
46
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inflicted on the favorite items of children and the fact that it is still in the family.
Again, the quilt and its heavy use indicate the importance of literally wrapping
oneself in the protective words of God. The words “Guard my sleep,” begs of the
quilt metaphorically to protect the child wrapped inside. This comforting function of
the quilt extends far beyond its purpose of keeping a person warm, but extends to
comfort the maker and the individual on an emotional and psychological level. By
making quilts with religious imagery, featuring the Lord’s Prayer or a protective
prayer seen in Baby Quilt, the quiltmaker is doing everything she can to protect the
individual underneath, using her agency as a crafter of images and words in textile.
The quilt becomes a talisman of the maker and comforts her, in knowing that she is
providing comfort to others. The quilt also becomes a pseudo-talisman of safety,
especially in rural communities during the Depression. If used as a best quilt, its
importance is emphasized just as much as if it is well-worn. These quilts are held as
special, the prayers significant and meaningful, and the user important and worth
praying for.
These quilts offer striking comparisons to the use of imagery and text in
quilts and offer a glimpse of the quality produced by different households in the
Depression in Kentucky, Florida and Atlanta. Both types of quilts function as a way
to bring importance to the Biblical word: through the “best” quilt, and through the
“shabby” quilt.
Worth mentioning is the phenomenon of “kit patterns.” They appealed to a
wide audience ranging from lower-class women who saved up for the purchase and
to middle and upper-class individuals interested in saving time in construction. Two
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examples of kit quilts made in the Depression era show that religious imagery was
still engaging women through quilt kits. A specific kit quilt from the Depression era
displays the popular colonial revival style in embroidery as well as religious text
(Fig. 4.4). The maker is not recorded but is noted as coming from Pennsylvania. The
quilt top is linen and the images are cross-stitched. The quilt is dated from 19301950.
The quilt contains imagery and text reminiscent of small sampler crossstitching patterns. Most have to do with images of domesticity emphasizing a
mother’s love and the importance of the home. Others have quotes on temperament
such as forgiveness, remembrance, and advice and friendship. Most blocks contain
delicate imagery and floral decorative accents. The only block that repeats twice at
the top right and left of the quilt reads: “LET NOTHING DISTURB YOU NOTHING
AFFRIGHT YOU ALL THINGS ARE PASSING GOD NEVER CHANGES.” This text is
attributed to the Roman Catholic St. Teresa of Avila and reads:
Let nothing disturb you.
Let nothing make you afraid.
All things are passing.
God alone never changes.
Patience gains all things.
If you have God you want for nothing.
God alone suffices.47
Though the kit quilt does not contain any religious text besides this, the text itself
speaks greatly to the Great Depression. It asks the quilter to not be afraid, and if they
know the prayer by heart they know that they do not need to want for anything,
they have God. If the maker was quilting from a kit, she probably wanted for nothing
“St. Theresa’s Bookmark,” Our Catholic Prayers, 2013, http://www.ourcatholicprayers.com/stteresas-bookmark.html
47
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and was drawn in by the popular style and heartwarming quotes. This text most
likely prompted contemplation and served to comfort the quilter and whoever
viewed or used the quilt, especially in regards to material and financial concerns.
Few other kit quilts contained religious imagery, but another kit from the
Depression era displays overtly religious imagery as well as narrative vignettes (Fig.
4.5). The pattern is titled Embroidered Bible Stories. The maker in the record is not
recorded. This quilt, less austere than the first, is visibly worn. It is hand quilted and
pieced, rather than embroidered on a provided base fabric. The layout of the quilt
centers around a cross made of seven quilt blocks up and five quilt blocks
intersecting it. In each quilt block is a large embroidered scene. The background of
the cross contains quilted diamonds alternating purple, yellow, and smaller
embroidered scenes.
Like the narrative quilt from Chicago, this quilt is most likely used as a
teaching tool or a devotional quilt. Each main image is marked with a caption and
corresponding Bible verse notation, while each smaller embroidered diamond has a
small verse notation below it. The center cross details the life of Christ, with the
center block portraying the Crucifixion. The smaller diamonds incorporated around
the cross squares all contain the major stories of the Old Testament such as Adam
and Eve’s expulsion from the Garden of Eden and the story of the great flood. The
pattern and embroidery is very simple, but detailed like an illustration. It is largely
unworn, showing that it was a quilt meant to be hung, perhaps in a church or in a
home. Like Renaissance chapel squares, the images are meant to be instructive and
to show the viewer what was happening in the text. These examples of religious kit
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quilts indicate the fact that a market existed and that the kits were produced into
tangible quilts. The quality of the quilts indicates they were meant for display,
further indicating the importance of the imagery and the care taken in kit quilts that
the maker invested in.
These kit quilts, prayer quilts, and narrative quilts all detail the type of
imagery, phrases, and stories that were important to women in the Great
Depression. Messages of hope, deliverance, protection and rebirth on the quilts
transfer these sentiments to the wearer or the viewer. Like talismans, these quilts
conveyed the power of the text or imagery to the user of the quilts. Literally
wrapping themselves in the words of God, they were comforted through difficult
times and often carried throughout generations.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

Though the number of religious quilts is quantitatively low in the history of
quilting, these quilts tell us about the individuals who found religious imagery
important enough to include in their quilting. Categorizing examples of religious
imagery is the first step to understanding the greater concerns of women during this
time period and to understand the significance of religious imagery in quilts. More
than just a by-product of religious institutions, religious imagery and any quilt
imagery is an extension and artistic representation of the maker. It invokes an
identity, “making a quilt allows the quiltmaker to tangibly say, ‘here I am, I count,’”48
just as any other work of art does for the artist. Identifying as a quilter becomes a
significant aspect of one’s personality, creating an identity and linking themselves to
a larger community of quilters in their immediate community and across the world.
Quilting is rarely a solitary endeavor. The imagery, pattern, fabric and purpose of a
quilt speak volumes to the personality and circumstances of the maker.
Quiltmakers express their identity by choosing specific patterns. Patterns
carrying religious connotation may not indicate particular religiosity of the maker,
but can indicate what is important to them and the details of their life. Many women
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chose to quilt the Star of Bethlehem pattern due to its easy incorporation of scrap
pieces as well as a personal affinity for the image of the star. The star represents
hope, a connection the greater world. Even when not necessarily religious, the
choice of the maker to make the Star of Bethlehem rather than the Lone Star
indicates their relationship to the Biblical story, to the guiding star that brought
hope to humanity.
Religious communities played a large role in the construction of quilts, even
when a religious depression occurred alongside the economic depression of the
thirties. They established community groups for women to engage in, providing
fellowship and an outlet to craft with connoisseurs of the art and learn new
techniques. It took women outside of their sphere and provided friendship. It is no
wonder that these groups often directed their quilts to charitable causes and during
the Depression for quilts to be used as fundraising for diminishing churches. The
frequently occurring image of the church at the center of these fundraising quilts
indicates the importance of the institution to these quilters. The signatures
emphasize the tactile nature of self-recording. Women were able to literally sew
themselves into the fabric, whether they paid two cents for it or claimed the space
as a creator of the quilt.
Lastly, religious imagery in narrative quilts, prayer quilts, and kit quilts
further emphasizes the importance of wrapping oneself in the word of God. Often
these quilts were made for another person and used well. Other quilts were hardly
used at all. Not necessarily due to a distaste for the image but because of the care in
technique indicative of a “best quilt.” These quilts were to be displayed, hung on a
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wall, or taken out at special occasions or for special visitors. Great care was taken
into these quilts. The imagery invoked in best quilts indicates the importance of the
sentiment. In the Lord’s Prayer Quilt from Kentucky, the maker symbolically asks
God to take care of those in the presence of the quilt, “Lord keep us safe this night.”
Baby quilts ask God to “guard my sleep.” The protective nature of these quilts,
especially in rural communities during the Great Depression, indicates the
sentiments on the mind of the makers.
Quilting religious imagery could be seen as the ultimate form of religion,
affirming the beliefs of the quilter and manifesting it in a tangible product. As quilts
are often gifts or meant for someone other than the quilter, it indicates the
transferable nature of the hopes and prayers stitched into quilts containing religious
imagery. Concerned for the safety of their families and worried about providing
basic necessities, the least a quiltmaker can do is provide warmth.
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FIGURES

Figure 1.1: Lord’s Prayer Quilt, (maker not recorded), Kentucky, c. 1940, 77 x 85
inches, appliqued cotton. University of Louisville Archives and Records Center,
Kentucky Quilt Project. Published in The Quilt Index, 1A-39-2F7.
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Figure 1.2: Nannie Smith, Grandmother’s Flower Garden Quilt, McKee, Kentucky, c.
1935, 90 x 64 inches, pieced cotton. Kentucky Historical Society, Online Objects
Catalog, 2002.52.1.
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Figure 2.1: Ethel Ready Mackey, Star of Bethlehem Quilt, Bicknell, Indiana, 1933, 80
x 79 inches, pieced cotton. International Quilt Study Center, University of NebraskaLincoln, 2004.010.0001.
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Figure 2.2: Double Wedding Ring, (maker not recorded), Kentucky, c. 1930-1940, 98
x 85 inches, hand pieced cotton. International Quilt Study Center, University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, 1997.007.0487.
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Figure 3.1: Smicksburg Signature Quilt, (maker not recorded), Smicksburg,
Pennsylvania, 1933, 74 x 77 inches, pieced cotton. Techniques include scalloped
edging and embroider. International Quilt Study Center, University of NebraskaLincoln, 2006.043.0204.
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Figure 3.2: Louisville Church Quilt, (maker not recorded), Louisville, Kentucky, c.
1850-1875. Techniques include embroidery. University of Louisville Archives and
Records Center, Kentucky Quilt Project. Published in The Quilt Index, 1A-39-22C.
41

Figure 4.1: Bertha A. Meckstroth, Three Kings: Melchior, Caspar, Balthazar, Chicago,
Illinois, 91 x 47 inches, appliquéd silk. International Quilt Study Center, University of
Nebraska-Lincoln.
42

Figure 4.2: John Drake, Lord’s Prayer, Atlanta, Georgia, c. 1928-1930, 66 x 86 inches,
pieced cotton. Michigan State University Museum, Michigan Quilt Project. Published
in The Quilt Index, 1E-3D-1CD0.
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Figure 4.3: Anna Siekierski Osborn, Baby Quilt, Oviedo, Florida, c. 1930-1949,
embroidered rayon. Florida Quilt Project, GFWC Oviedo Woman’s Club, Inc.
Published in The Quilt Index, 53-9E-6F.
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Figure 4.4: Untitled, kit quilt, (maker not recorded), Pennsylvania, c. 1930-1950, 82
x 54 inches, pieced linen. Technqiues include cross-stitching. International Quilt
Study Center, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1997.007.0946.
45

Figure 4.5: Embroidered Bible Stories, (maker not recorded), United States, 95 x 80
inches, pieced cotton. Techniques include embroidery. International Quilt Study
Center, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2006.043.0221.
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